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About This Content

1942
Poland, Norway, Belgium, Holland, Luxembourg, France, Yugoslavia, and Greece. All of these nations have fallen under

occupation, and it was assumed that Russia would quickly join their ranks. Not only has the Russia Bear survived the invasion of
1941, but its winter offensive is still in full swing! Take command of your forces once again in the latest installment of the

Grand Campaign as you repel Soviet offensives and begin the fateful advance between the Don and Donets towards Stalingrad!

This DLC features 15 all new scenarios, a sprawling urban combat environment of Stalingrad, new campaign features, unique
objectives such as escorting train convoys and smashing enemy reinforcements as they attempt to cross the Volga River, and the

capacity to save your core force for use in future campaigns!

The Grand Campaign’s are a series of expansions for Panzer Corps. Each campaign can be started with the core force from the
previous Grand Campaign, so you can continue all Grand Campaign expansions carrying over all the core forces that completed
the previous ones. Alternatively players can start with a preset core force and play each campaign on its own, or jump in to the

Grand Campaign at any year.

Scenario List
 Vitebsk

 Kharkov42
 Simferopol

 Sevastopol Siege
 Sevastopol Assault

 Voronezh
 Novoanninsky

 Ilovlya
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 Buzinovka Depot
 Storming Stalingrad

 Stalingrad Docks
 Stalingrad Ruins

 Kotelnikovo
 Escape from Stalingrad

 Tatsinkaya
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OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10
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Additional Notes: If you use a newer OS than Windows XP, you will need at least 2 GB of RAM
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panzer corps grand campaign west 42-43. panzer corps grand campaign 42 east. panzer corps grand campaign 42. panzer corps
grand campaign 42 43 west. panzer corps grand campaign 42 tree. panzer corps grand campaign 42-45

Game goes to "Not Responding" and locks up for 30-60 seconds at a time. Any of a dozen free chess games can continue to
respond while the computer is thinking about its next move, but I'm supposed to wait while the $40 version craps it's pants in
front of me? It's real swell that you guys built in all these great extra features, but if it can't actually, you know, play chess,
what's the point?. This is much better than the second episode, and the detective system actually works. It's still a bit annoying
that the ending is determined by a completely arbitrary choice, but it doesn't affect the rest of the game so I don't mind too
much.
The story, characters and setting are very compelling. This was also true for the other games but here these aspects are given
more attention, and the detective system doesn't ruin everything else like in Kansei. I also really like the artwork.
So if you were put off by the second game, do consider playing this one, as it has the best of the first two games: a detective
system that makes sense, and more attention given to the advancement of the overall story and character development..
this...is...AMAZING! You did a great job making this!. For this review I've put the games in order of which one I think is best
to worst. Overall, however, I think this is a good bundle for the price I paid for it, yet I can see why they decided to lump most
of them together rather than try to sell separately.

1. The Lake House

Definitely the best game out of all the 6 by a clear mile and could easily have been released on its own. The story is that you
return to the Lake House which used to be owned by your fiancee and where something terrible happened to her brother.

Unusually for a lot of hidden object games you play a male character rather than a female. The story is quite interesting, the
locations and puzzles are varied, and there's quite a good spooky atmosphere throughout. There's also a bonus chapter which is
just as playable as, although predictably shorter, than the original. All in all a good Hidden Object game.

2. Panopticon Path of Reflections

You are investigating the disappearance of a magician and his assistant, your love (again, probably fiancee - there seems to be a
running theme). Again you're a male protagonist. You can travel between worlds to solve puzzles, albeit in quite a linear fashion.

Some of the puzzles are good, some of the hidden object scenes are good too. Animation high quality and soundtrack also
quality.

Rather bizarrely the developers decided, to make one of the NPCs a complete rip off of Michael J Anderson and his character
Samson from Carnivale. It's not voiced by Michael J Anderson and I very much doubt either he or the producers of this show
gave the developers permission, which if so is really not on.

3. Mexicana: Deadly Holiday

I love all the references to Mexican culture, history and religious beliefs and I think this game has fabulous design and colours.
Each time you meet a new character they also get their own comic-book freeze-frame intro which is fun.

The premise is that, guess what? Your fiancee is in trouble and you have to go to rescue him. This time from the underworld!
There is an incredible variety of puzzles in this game which range from repetitive (put balls in holes or click until figures move
somewhere - not really puzzles if you ask me) to mixing paints, dressing up in the correct costume, or rearranging lines so they
don't overlap. Some of the puzzles are a bit baffling, despite prompts, so I have to confess to skipping, but all in all it's not a bad
game and is certainly the first Mexican-themed Hidden Object I've seen.

4. Kronville Stolen Dreams

Definitely the darkest premises for a Hidden Object as you relive your traumatic memory of the day your family were burned
alive in your childhood house. Was really not expecting that! A quite bizarre story here. Kids go missing and you're on their
trail. You find out they're imprisoned in dream-worlds, all based on popular children's books. Every so often you randomly pass
out or fall asleep to join them to try to free them.
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I enjoyed the differently themed worlds but often the puzzle dynamics are just bizarre and require skipping. Any puzzle hints
are varied as to how useful they are, and the whole game feels quite disjointed. All in all only one you'd want to play as part of a
package like this. A shame because it could have been really interesting. Kudos also that I'm not rescuing my fiancee.

5. Cruel Games: Red Riding Hood

I think I'm actually being a little harsh putting this one so low down. In many ways it's better than Kronville. Puzzles generally
make sense and it's actually quite a big game. The trouble is that after a while I simply didn't care. The locations all look the
same as have been done before. I'm also getting a bit bored of rescuing boyfriends/fiancees too, tbh.

6. The Other Side: Tower of Souls

I really wanted to like this one. It's totally bizarre - a flying tower, a talking cat, animate trees etc. It's also quite dark in places
for example having to get rid of a mad surgeon's robotic limbs. But it just hasn't decided what it wants to focus on. Is it meant to
be creepy? Quirky? Am I meant to really want to collect the 'golden paw' coins to upgrade my mystical blue cat? Am I meant to
be intrigued by the twists and turns of the plot - which sister is good or bad? In the end, it could have been a quirky adventure,
but it ruins it by trying too many things at once.

. Sweet little love stories with intricate plots, strongly recommended!. A very interesting and esoteric little puzzle game, Starry
Midnight offers you a massive toolbox and goals to work with and offers you no guidance on how to get there - it's up to you, as
the player, to figure out how the tools you've been provided with interact in order to manipulate what you've been given to get
what you need.

You don't HAVE to play the game this way, of course - there's a lovely guide on Steam offering you charts of the processes
involved in making any given thing, but there's still joy to be found in the actual process of creating what you need, even if you
know how to make it. Think of it as being the difference between cooking with or without a cookbook.

On the writing side, Carpe Fulgur are at their absolute best again - fantastic scriptwriting combined with the game's innate
beautiful aesthetic really help the characters and world come to life. The game is let down by some hamhanded and poor writing
in the overarching story aspect - especially with the game's endings - but this is very much an unavoidable problem with the
original script rather than any fault in localization.

Honestly speaking, though, the overarching story is such a small part of the game compared to the character writing and
development that it doesn't hold the game back much at all (and, indeed, I think my bewildered reactions to the game's attempt
at 'twists' provided me much enjoyment in their own right.) There's a lot to love about Starry Midnight, and I think it makes a
good rainy day game.. This is Absolute Trash. I only bought this yesterday, and I am already fed up with it. The first level is
extremely difficult to get through, and each time you fail you are forced to watch the same annoying game over cutscene over
and over. I'd honestly work harder to get past it, but If the rest of the game is anything like the first level, I'd really rather not put
up with it. The graphics and details look nice and all, but this game really bites. Maybe someday I will buy it again when there is
a sale, but for now I'd rather have the 5 dollars.. There are a lot of things wrong with this game, and it's to be expected seeing as
it is still not totally developed.
But there are a lot of things that really angered me, that I hope can be fixed in the final version.
First off, the controls.
Please let us use the control stick we move with to select items during the pause menu.
And please please PLEEEEEASE allow us to customize the Switch Force buttons.
I'm so used to using the Right Trigger as a means of using this function, but the fact that it's on the B-Button now is super
disorienting and weird.
And PLEASE ADD WINDOW MODE!!!!

Now, if it were me, it would be nice to have new music, but I honestly understand why this game doesn't.
This game is like another spin-off title to the Mighty Switch Force! series, like Hose it Down.
Also, would be really nice if you used the Mighty Switch Force HD sprites for Patty.
It'd stand out more and look better overall.
Also, the multiplayer characters should actually change the light-blue on her outfit to Red, Green, etc.
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Otherwise, it's a very Mighty Switch Force-y game. And that's good!
The price, however, is not good! Especially for the game being not totally done.
I just really hope that I don't have to spend another chunk of my cash after spending this one.

So, in this regard, I cannot recommend this game.
It's unfinished and it really shows. Especially for the price.
If Wayforward fixes the things that I believe they will, than I will definetley upvote this game when the full version releases..
Some trash.... There is very little text in between too many uninteresting fights. The French translation is rather poor. The
gameplay during fights is driven by too much pointless randomness. The music is extremely repetitive. There are better
gamebooks by Tin Man Games, e.g. \u00ab An Assassin in Orlandes \u00bb.
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Love it, cant wait for more paints to be added..... No voice acting
No music
No sound effects
Only sound in the entire game is the same exact very weak sounding gunshot that comes out of every single type of gun
No options menu
No explanation of what to do
You play in third person, but when holding down the right mouse button it splits the screen between first and third

And it's just so boring. This game is terrible. Stay away. 0\/10
. Can't seem to get this to work, despite all i have tried. Not sure what the issue is but can never get past the loading screen
without it crashing =C. First--the game is intentionally terrible.
Stupid "hentai" game. I don't really think anyone bips their bop to this--but uh if you do don't be offended please~
It kinda has a....Newgrounds Dating Sim feeling to it. If you're into that try it out...but you'll finish the game pretty quick~. just
like the first GTA I recommend that you get it if you somehow find it somewhere and (if you don't already have that) Get a
computer that can play it... Just do it... BOTH of them! They are worth it.. Really cool game, i wish it had more content too but
its amazing anyways and its free.. Wow, I'm impressed by how thoroughly not fun this combat system is.

It feels like every time something goes wrong, you try to come up with a plan for how to get yourself out of this hole, and then
the system is so random that you don't actually have any power to do that whatsoever, so your only hope to win is a super lucky
roll that will carry the day.

The way the system works is that each character takes 3 actions for the turn. One you choose, two more randomly chosen based
on the one you picked. If all 3 are the same, you get to go again. The ammount of randomness this induces just makes the game
miserable- Need to keep that squishy mage alive? Tough\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the best you can do is make
the odds *slightly* in your favor, but not really, since all the summons have two chances to attack before your next move, so
even if things go perfectly, it's probably dead anyways.

Oh, and story. The story was boring enough that I was skipping lines before the intro cutscene was over.

Don't waste your time.
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